CORPORATE CHALLENGE RULES

Games involve 4 balls - 2 balls per team:
Red and Yellow against Blue and Black
or Green and Brown against Pink and White

Each player plays the same ball throughout a game - the playing sequence is
BLUE, RED, BLACK, YELLOW
GREEN, PINK, BROWN, WHITE
(toss a coin to see which team goes first).

You have only one shot per turn and you either 
try to run a hoop, 
hit an opponent out of the way,  
get in position to run the hoop or
help your partner get in position.

Note: We're not playing the game that allows you a extra shots when you go through a hoop or hit (roquet) another ball. That is called Association Croquet.

If you play out of turn then put the balls back where they were before the incorrect shot and play the correct ball. (*)

The aim is to run the hoops in order. Once a hoop has been scored (none of the ball must be seen on the side of the hoop from which it starts running) you all compete for the next one. 

Each Croquet Challenge Game is the best of 7 hoops, i.e. the team that first scores 4 hoops is the winner, or a maximum of 20 minutes. After 25 minutes the winner is the side that has scored the most hoops. If the scores are level then you continue playing and the winner is the team that scores the next hoop. (*)

If you go through a hoop from the wrong side you have to get clear on the front before you can run the hoop and score. 

If a ball pushes another through the hoop the ball that is pushed is the one that scores the hoop. 

If your ball is more than half way to the next hoop when a hoop is scored the ball has to come back to the boundary point on the half way line, unless it came off an opponent's ball. (*)

If a ball goes over the boundary, just bring the ball back on to the lawn at the point it went off.

If a ball hits another player or a ball in another game then decide between you where it would have ended up and put it there.(*)

If in doubt about anything ask one of our experienced players! In the event of any queries the decision of the Manager is final.


Items marked with a (*) are different in the official rules of Golf Croquet (see Croquet Association for full details). There are some other official rules to cater for incorrect use of the mallets and other unlikely situations.
